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CHICAGO, Illinois (AP) "When Flora Doody
called an art restoration expert to look at
some deteriorating murals at Lane
Technical High School in 1994, the teacher
didn't expect to set off a treasure hunt.

          But that's what happened after Barry
Bauman inspected the paintings. The murals
were in poor shape, as Doody had warned
him, but they weren't the old student art
projects Bauman might have expected.
        They were the work of professional
artists, some from the Progressive Era of the
early 20th century, and some from the Works
Progress Administration of President Franklin
D. Roosevelt's New Deal.
        Bauman and his 22-member team from
the Chicago Conservation Center were soon
inspecting all the rooms at Lane and fanning
out to other Chicago public schools in search
of similar work. The treasure hunters
eventually found 437 murals in 68 separate
schools.
        Many had been painted over, defaced or
taken from the walls and tossed in storage
closets or basements. Almost all have now
been restored in what has been hailed as the
largest public art restoration project in
American history.

Famous and infamous artists

        Although Heather Becker is a painter
and not an art conservator, she knows the
thrill of the hunt firsthand. She remembers
walking into one room and seeing some flat
off-white paint peeling off near a light switch.
She gingerly pried off a couple of flakes with a
scalpel to see what was underneath and
recognized the brushstrokes of Polish-born

Florian Durzynski, the most prolific of
Chicago's WPA muralists.
        Becker, the conservation center's vice
president. "Rounded, flowing landscapes,
very lyrical. The two murals he did for
Frederic Chopin Elementary School, one
about Chopin and one about Stephen Foster,
are each more than 80 feet long - the longest
in the school system.
        "But Durzynski never got the recognition
he deserved. He got some church
commissions later, but his work for the WPA
was probably the highlight of his career.
That's sad." Other artists who did school
murals achieved greater fame. Mitchell
Siporin became nationally known in the
1940s; Rudolph Weisenborn, who did
possibly the only non-realist school mural,
was long known as "Chicago's Picasso."

This is a detail from a restored WPA-era mural by
Florian Durznski in the auditorium at Chopin
Elementary School on Chicago’s west side.



        And Edward Millman, who had studied
with Diego Rivera in Mexico gained the
posthumous notoriety of having been
censored for political reasons.  Millman's
“Outstanding American Women” mural at
Lucy Flower Vocational High School (now
Lucy Flower Career Academy) took him
nearly two years to complete.  Its subjects
included social reformer Jane Addams,
Underground Railroad leader Harriet Tubman
and women's suffrage pioneer Susan B.
Anthony.
        But only 18 months after Millman
completed the monumental 10-panel work the
school board ordered it covered with
whitewash. It was later topped with another
layer of flat oil paint.
        "The school board said they were
covering it up because of poor lighting but that
was only an excuse," Becker said. "They'd
already complained that it was 'misery laden,’
and the truth was that Millman was seen as a
leftist. He painted graphic scenes of slavery
and the oppression of women, and they did
not want that kind of social debate going on in
the school arena."

Composer Frederic Chopin is depicted in this detail
of a Durzynki mural, one of 437 WPA-era murals
found in Chicago public schools.

Many works still lost

        Bauman, a former conservator at the Art
Institute of Chicago and founder of the
conservation center, managed to find a
chemical process that softened the flat paint
and whitewash layers so they could be
removed.

        Ironically, Becker said, the overpainting
ultimately worked to preserve Millman's work
in its original colors by protecting it from the
air and dirt that damaged so many of others.
        "That's a unique case, though," said
Becker, who knows of no other instances of
active censorship of the art. She said the
disappearance and defacement of other
murals was due to simple neglect - and the
passage of time.
        "The federal government stopped
funding these public art projects during World
War II, and mural painting pretty much went
underground in this country until the 1960s,"
she said.
        "The WPA murals were painted more
than 60 years ago, and some of the
Progressive Era murals are nearly 100 years
old " she said. "A lot of people simply didn't
know this collection existed. And when they
were still on the walls, the students didn't
know what they were, the teachers didn't
know what they were, and even the principals
didn't know what they were."
        Becker has chronicled the treasure hunt
in her recent book, "Art for the People: The
Rediscovery and Preservation of Progressive-
and WPA-Era Murals in the Chicago Public
Schools, 1904-1943."
        Published in November by Chronicle
Books, it contains her exhaustive catalog of
every known mural in the school district- their
location, artists (when known) and condition
before restoration. And there are essays by
Doody and Bauman and Lucile Ward
Robinson, 96, a surviving Chicago WPA
muralist.
        The book also contains a list of the
murals believed to have been destroyed or
lost.
        "About 50 are lost" Becker said. "But I
hope that some of them will turn up again
someday. I'm sure that some of them were
just torn off the walls and taken home.


